MRI Assessment of Supra- and Infratrochanteric Femoral Torsion: Association With Femoroacetabular Impingement and Hip Dysplasia.
The objective of our study was to evaluate a novel measurement technique for assessing the supra- and infratrochanteric components of femoral torsion, establish reference values in healthy volunteers, and compare supra- and infratrochanteric torsion angles in patients with hip dysplasia and patients with femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) with those in healthy volunteers. Femoral torsion was assessed in 380 patients and 61 healthy volunteers on MRI. For assessing supra- and infratrochanteric torsion, three measurement techniques (i.e., Kim, simplified Kim, and centroid methods) were evaluated by two readers on 100 patients. The technique with the highest interreader reliability was selected to perform measurements on all patients and volunteers. Supra- and infratrochanteric torsion angles of patients were stratified by hip disorders, which were diagnosed by specialized hip surgeons, and were compared with reference values of healthy volunteers. Statistical analysis included the independent t test, Mann-Whitney U test, and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The centroid method showed the highest interreader reliability for measuring supra-and infratrochanteric torsion with an ICC of 0.979. The supra- and infratrochanteric torsion values of the volunteers were 31.5° ± 7.4° (mean ± SD) and -18.3° ± 9.9°, respectively. In comparison with the volunteers, patients with hip dysplasia had significantly higher supraand infratrochanteric torsion values of 37.5° ± 10.3° (p = 0.001) and -9.6° ± 11.7° (p < 0.001) and patients with pincer-type FAI had significantly higher supratrochanteric torsion values of 37.8° ± 8.0° (p = 0.002). The supra- and infratrochanteric components of femoral torsion differ substantially between hip disorders: Patients with hip dysplasia have predominantly increased infratrochanteric torsion, whereas patients with pincer-type FAI have increased supratrochanteric torsion. Quantification of separate supra- and infratrochanteric torsion angles allows a more detailed analysis of hip disorders and may influence treatment planning.